The precedence effect.
When two similar transient sounds are presented binaurally in rapid succession, observers hear a single sound from a location which depends mainly on the properties of the first sound to reach the ears. This phenomenon, known as the precedence effect, was explored using stimuli consisting of 20 mus pulses presented using earphones; experiments were carried out on both the classical precedence effect (in which interaural delays provide the cues to lateralization) and on an amplitude-based precedence effect, where interaural amplitude differences provide the cues. Some experiments on the amplitude-based precedence effect led to unexpected but highly consistent anomalous results. The spectral characteristics of stimuli used in studies of both the classical and amplitude-based precedence effect were considered and, provided the delay between the two pairs of pulses used in the experiments is 600 mus or less, observers' behaviour is simply related to the amplitude and phase spectra of the stimuli.